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Newsletter Number 356 June 2021

This is our newsletter for your interest,
any contributions are certainly welcome.

Our monthly meetings on the second Tuesday of the month at
The Woodworkers Clubrooms at
McKenzie Street Alexandra.
1.30 p.m. Start
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
July 1st 2021

When I agreed to become President, I didn't realise I would have to write reports, or that I'd be a
toothless tiger. But look out when I get teeth!
Colin, with help from Max, has completed the racking in the wood storage shed. This has been a
success in that it is easy to see and select wood. So successful, the shed is almost empty!
The manufacturing of the serving platters for the Corner Hotel is underway and it was fun to watch the
conveyer belt consisting of Tony B (jointer), Denise and Jimmy (band saw)and Colin and Peter
(thicknesser). I think they enjoyed the process.
Alex is introducing a system to order products. The whiteboard, already half full, is where you write
down products that are running low/or are needed.
Next Tuesday, an old original red telephone box is being delivered, that we will restore and sell, raising
capital for the club.
We've had our first Committee meeting which I thought would take 20 minutes, but after my secretary
added 4 items, it was over 90 minutes before we could escape. Hopefully this will not be the norm.

Looking forward to some more fun projects to sell at our Open Day.
What should I call this report? I'll make a personalised coaster for the member who comes up with the
best name

Regards John Harries.
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“One mans opinion”
Just a few thoughts on what the club may hold for us members, old and
new and hopefully many new ones. The club is only as strong as the
collective efforts of everyone. We are not just a “woodworking club”
although that’s where the roots were formed and we should remain loyal
to that. But we are also many things to us all as well, a place to come
together and have a chat, cup of tea or coffee if that’s what you would like,
we don’t have to become “expert” in any thing except perhaps social and
civil interaction with one another. If providing a service to our community
is something you are happy to be involved with that’s great also. Can I
Suggest you remain open minded about all things and to educate yourself
about the things you may not understand, the information is out there for
you to find. Regards Michael Baldwin.
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After our annual general meeting there
were some changes to the Committee,
they are as follows.
Contact details are on the front page
of the Newsletter.
President

John Harries

Vice President James Richardson

Secretary

Sally Harries

Treasurer

John Haslam

Ast. Treasurer

Geoff Ellis

Purchasing Officer

Alex Bauer

Social Secretary

Sherry Evans

Committee
Max May, Joe Cooper, Colin Jones,
Greg Siciliano and Alex Bauer.
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June Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

Murray Richards made the journey from
Shepparton for the meetings and brought
along one of his magnificent jewellery boxes
Made from Redgum and English Ash. His
quality and workmanship seems to get better
and better.
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June Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

Max May brought along the first of a series
of boxes he is making for a commission, they
are made from Miranti, Plain Tree and Ash.
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June Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

Colin Jones came along with the latest version of
his “Weed Puller” they have proved to be very
popular with the punters.
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June Show and tell.
SOLD

SOLD

Colin Jones along with several helpers built
some racking for the storage shed along side
the workshop, I think you would agree that it
is most useful in identifying what we have on
hand and makes it much easier to access.
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